Qualified Military Standard Electrical Connectors and Accessories for Shipboard Applications

Ideal for All Rugged Environmental Applications

The standard connector and backshell series for shipboard use, MIL-DTL-28840 offers high-density insert arrangement and high-shock performance. Glenair’s qualified product line is fully tooled and highly available. The MIL-DTL-28840 features RFI/EMI shielding, scoop-proof shells and corrosion resistant materials and finishes. In addition to all the connector types and styles, Glenair makes all the backshell accessory slash numbers as well. The addition of the MIL-DTL-28840 connector product line is part of Glenair’s total commitment to meeting all your shipboard interconnect requirements. So, if a rugged, environmental M28840 solution is in your future, think Glenair—from connectors to accessories.

MIL-DTL-28840 In a Nutshell:

*MIL-DTL-28840 connectors were developed for the Navy for use in shipboard applications. They are a high density, environmental, circular connector series utilizing a high shock, threaded coupling system with front release crimped contacts. Note the splined backshell interface and the integrated wire sealing grommet that both add to the environmental and mechanical performance of this ruggedized connector.*